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Highland Elementary School 

Major/Minor Behavior Matrix 2014-2015 
 

Note: To be used as a guideline in assessing the category of the behavior incident and whether it is a 

major or minor.  This document cannot cover every behavioral situation.  For further clarification, refer 

to global definitions of “majors” and “minors” found at the end of this list 

 

  Inappropriate language:    Minor                                                                  Inappropriate language:  Major 

Use of milder inappropriate words (i.e. shut-up, 

crap, sucks…) 

Yelling after a reminder 

Profanity that is not directed but “slips out” 

Unintended hurtful words (shows remorse) 

Use of sexual words (1
st
 time, use as teaching tool) 

Using profane language purposefully  

Repeated use of inappropriate words, sexual  terms 

or innuendo, offensive terms  

Using non-verbal profanity 

(Preference is that such language or actions must be 

heard or seen by an adult ) 

Fighting/Physical Aggression:  Minor Fighting/Physical Aggression:  Major 

Pushing in line 

Pushing/shoving back toward someone who 

initiated contact 

Bumping into others intentionally 

“Play” fighting 

Slapping as a reaction (no marks or injury) 

Invading personal space purposefully 

Mild body contact 

Throwing small object with no intended target 

Hitting (closed fist)/punching 

Throwing any object at someone intentionally 

Pushing to the ground with injury 

Kicking, biting, hair pulling, spitting 

Initiating a fight, Inciting a fight either verbally or 

physically (includes a food fight) 

Premeditated assault 

Assault that leaves a mark or injury 

Threatening gesture with dangerous object (i.e. a 

bat, large stick, rock ) 

Defiance/Disrespect/Noncompliance: Min. Defiance/Disrespect/Noncompliance: Maj. 

Making noises after being asked to stop. 

Walking away from teacher when being spoken to 

Running/skipping in the hall after a reminder 

Refusing to follow rules or directions of an adult 

Unresponsive even after cool-down/refuses to 

process  

Yelling at others 

Arguing with adult 

Refusing to comply with adult request 

Pencil breaking in someone’s face 

Leaving room briefly and within sight without 

permission or prior behavior plan arrangement 

Hiding or crawling under tables or furniture to 

avoid class work  

Complete refusal to follow classroom to destination 

(specialists, indoors from playground) 

Total refusal to comply/shuts down/requires 

removal from situation by an adult/has created an 

unsafe or dangerous situation for self and others 

Leaving building 

Hiding in unsafe areas of the building 

Purposefully running from adults in multiple areas 

of the building and requiring more than one staff 

member to locate and return to class or office 

Disruption:   Minor Disruption:  Major 

Keeping others from learning through noise or 

action including: 

Talking out of turn/interrupting  

Unnecessary talking/blurting 

Burping/passing gas to gain attention 

Drumming to intentionally disrupt 

Unnecessary roaming the room, hall… 

Note passing 

Making poppers 

Playing in front of classroom doors 

Screaming in the building 

Slamming lockers, desks, or chairs 

Refusing to work in a quiet manner 

Throwing chairs, tables, desks… 

Standing on furniture or counters 

Closing someone in a locker or closet 

Threatening an unsafe action (i.e. jumping from 

window, putting fist through glass) 

Bomb Threat 

False fire alarm 
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Harassment/Teasing/Taunting:  Minor Harassment/Teasing/Taunting:  Major 

Name calling 

Threatening gesture (i.e. showing a fist) 

Intentionally blocking the path of others 

Spreading rumors 

Threatening to hurt others through action or words 

Intentionally embarrassing someone through 

comments or actions 

Talking about someone’s mom 

Invading someone’s privacy (i.e. peeking in 

bathroom stall, watching someone at the urinal) 

 

Direct verbal or physical threats toward personal 

safety (i.e. threatening to kill, beat,  or shoot 

someone, displaying a gang symbol or sign) 

Organized teasing toward specific victims 

Ostracism, Purposeful and organized emotional or 

social exclusion 

Inappropriate touching 

Sexual comments: written, spoken or pantomimed  

Exposing privates 

“Playing the Dozens” 

Serious threats to fight or “get someone” after 

school 

Actions that meet offense criteria of District Policy 

on Bullying and Harassment 

Property Damage:  Minor Property Damage:  Major 

Making marks on any school property 

Punching/kicking lockers 

Misusing or destroying others property (of minor 

value, ie. pencils) 

Misuse of glue  

Making a mess in the restrooms with water, paper 

towels, etc. 

Going to the bathroom on the floor, or in an 

inappropriate area 

Putting holes in the wall 

Intentionally breaking desks or chairs 

Vandalism (Destruction of valuable property) 

Writing on bathroom walls or stalls/graffiti 

Setting fires 

Racial/Ethnic Remarks:  Minor Racial/Ethnic Remarks:  Major 

Remarks about race, ethnicity, or religion directed 

at oneself or one’s own race, ethnic group or 

religion (remarks are overheard by others and 

considered offensive) 

Any negative racial, ethnic, or religious comments 

written or spoken which are directed at another 

person with the objective of causing embarrassment, 

fear, or anger (must be observed or heard by an 

adult) 

Hate crimes 

Lying/Cheating/Theft:  Minor Lying/Cheating/Theft://Forgery  Major 

Taking another’s property (minor value) 

Refusing to return a “borrowed” item 

Substituting someone else’s work for your own 

Taking another’s property (significant sentimental 

or monetary value)  Forgery 

Not telling the truth when it involves someone’s 

personal safety, stolen items, or property damage 

Possession of a Controlled Item:  Minor Possession of a Controlled Item:  Major 

Possessing a gun, knife, or other weapon which is 

obviously a toy (miniature, small colored water 

pistol, charm, rubber, plastic, clay) 

Possession of a formerly combustible or dangerous 

item that is no longer capable of causing bodily 

harm or property damage (i.e. empty book of 

matches, lighter with no fluid, empty alcohol 

container, spent cartridge) when there is no 

evidence of recent use. 

Possessing picture or graphic of questionable 

sexual content 

Possession of a gun, knife, other weapon, (that is 

real or could be mistaken for real) matches, lighters, 

combustible items or any item capable of causing 

significant bodily harm or property damage 

Possession of drug paraphernalia 

Possession of alcohol, tobacco, drugs 

Possession of pornographic (XXX, adult only, x-

rated) material. 

Note:  Any dangerous and/or illegal item or weapon 

will be turned over to the school resource officer for 

further action per District policy 

 

Minor Incident:  Behaviors that do not require administrator involvement, do not significantly violate 

the rights of others, do not put others at risk or harm, or are not chronic. (Processed by staff.) 

Major Incident:  Behaviors that require administrator involvement (processed by administration), 

significantly violate rights of others, put others at risk or harm, or are chronic. (Preference that it be 

witnessed or observed by an adult) 

District Incident:  Behaviors that violate district, city, and or state policy or laws.   
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